Comments to Hans Beth
“I know Hans for more than 30 years now. I mentored him as a lecturer during his sport studies and later while he was working as a
coach. As a very experienced Coach, Hans has explicit knowledge as a coach and leader and has more than proven that with the successful teams he coach in all age groups. Quite often he has also proven to be very reliable and competent socially. His extraordinary
commitment and reliability have proven him to me as a pretty determined and responsible person.“
Theodor (Thorry) Schober Lecturer for Basketball at Johannes Gutenberg Universität Mainz, former Germann Basketball National Coach
“Hans and me have worked together for a while. He was the coach that has pushed me intensively when I was young and led me to
play in senior teams when I was still very young. When I was 15, he gave me the opportunity to play in the 4th German league and get
valuable experiences. One of his biggest strengths is his ability to motivate. He managed to get players out of their lows every single
time. Usually, not everybody is able to find the right words or do the right things in these tough situations.“
Patrick Heckmann Player Boston College Eagles, ASC Theresianum Mainz, German National Player
“Coach Beth is an excellent coach! To be a great coach you need to be well balanced in the aspect of understanding the game and also
being able to relate to your players and team. Coach Beth has both of those qualities with many others that make him a great coach and
even better person. I‘m sad I only got to spend a short time playing for him, but I will always remember and cherish the time that I had.”
Logan Magnusson, USA Brigham Young University (BYU Cougars)
“For a couple of of years I witnessed Hans as an head coach in Mainz. He knows how to make a team out of individually well-performing
players, that tried achieve its goals with fun but especially always hungry for success. He is giving clear commands and always motivates the people around him.“
Joachim Secker CEO GE Capital Bank AG
“Hans Beth sets very high standards for himself, both in sports and economics. His appearance is rather engaging. As a boss or head
coach he has always been a role model and gained the respect and trust of the people around him. He knows how to motivate people
and is leading by example and his social intelligence.“
Mark Homnack, President & CEO SimulTrans, LLC (Palo Alto, Kalifornien, USA), Ex Basketball player of USC Mainz
“Coach Hans Beth is a great manager of people. Whether that be in basketball or the Corporate world. He has a unique way of understanding the strengths and weaknesses of people and getting a team or a group of people to reach a common goal through positive
team building. I have been very fortunate to play for a coach like him and he has helped me tremendously on and off the court not just
making me a better player but a better person.“
Anish Sharda, ASC Theresianum Mainz, Hanau White Wings, TV Langen , USA University of Mary
“If I had to say one thing about Head Coach Hans Beth it would be that he is „people‘s / players coach and it was a pleasure to play
for him.”
Mike Zuiderveen, ASC Theresianum Mainz, Crailsheim Merlins, USA Saginaw Valley State University
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